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Bassham's popular text helps today's students bridge the gap between everyday culture and critical

thinking. Using a proven step-by-step approach, this text covers all the basics of critical thinking in

clear, reader-friendly language. The 5th edition has taken into account suggestions from users and

reviewers of previous editions, and has added an Appendix, and new readings, exercises and

examples throughout the text.Instructors and students can now access their course content through

the Connect digital learning platform by purchasing either standalone Connect access or a bundle of

print and Connect access. McGraw-Hill ConnectÃ‚Â® is a subscription-based learning service

accessible online through your personal computer or tablet. Choose this option if your instructor will

require Connect to be used in the course. Your subscription to Connect includes the

following:Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ SmartBookÃ‚Â® - an adaptive digital version of the course textbook that

personalizes your reading experience based on how well you are learning the content.Ã¢â‚¬Â¢

Access to your instructorÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s homework assignments, quizzes, syllabus, notes, reminders,

and other important files for the course.Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Progress dashboards that quickly show how you

are performing on your assignments and tips for improvement.Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ The option to purchase (for

a small fee) a print version of the book. This binder-ready, loose-leaf version includes free

shipping.Complete system requirements to use Connect can be found here:

http://www.mheducation.com/highered/platforms/connect/training-support-students.html
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This book was pretty clear and full of information. Its laid out well and clearly, and the author does

his best to make things as clear as possible, although there were a couple of places were I thought

it was a little hard to understand. I bought this for my Phil 114 class at college, which is now finished

(thank God!). Bassham has a ton of good insights in here, and the exercises help quite a bit to

understand the fundamentals of Critical Thinking.Honestly if this was not a book required for my

class in college, I wouldn't have gotten it. But since it was, and it was much more reasonable to buy

it here rather than through the book store, I got my moneys worth out of it.

never really read this book because I actually found version 4 for free as an ebook which was pretty

much the same. A little bit pricey

I bought this book for class, but it is at the very least not boring.

Although I am pleased with the content of this book, it is primarily designed for group interaction with

others, containing many exercises that require group thought and interaction. None-the-less, there

is plenty of information from which to glean

The only complaint I had was that the middle part of the book came apart the instant I opened it.

The binding is terrible!

Little bit dog-eared, but OK.

I was so glad I got this book 2 weeks before my class began and the condition is great

Well written and easy to comprehend. The seller provided excellent delivery service!
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